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Gerald Duff

A Ceremony of Light
For Bernadine and Elizabeth Clark
Photographed on Christmas Day, 1912
On that morning in 1912
your father did what he could
against the darkness around you.
He lifted the oil lamp high
to illumine you
to take your image on Christmas of that year.
There you sit at attention -gifts forgotten in a ceremony of light.
The light of that day is given back
by the tree above you.
The slow closing of the shutter
allowed a tracing of the movement
of the light.
The only moving arc in that frame
is a curve in time,
a smear of light.
You show us what you were:
two children, dazzled beneath the splendid tree
sisters in the path of light.
Amazed, you became part
of what we shall never have:
The record of a movement
in a moment of your lives —
the faithful tracing of a hand's
moving of the source of light.
Seeing you now,
we give you all we can —
our close study,
the eyes behind our eyes,
our love for the movement of the light.
3

Little Fears

To every corner of this room there is a wall. Always the
wall is white, save for the little window on the far side of the
room. That alone is dark.
Nanna has just taken away my supper (left virtually
untouched), and I suppose that is why she is upset, that is why
she closed the door without a word. Poor Nanna! but then—she
is a simple woman and cannot fathom these things.
Outside in the hall Mother and the doctor speak softly of
the disease. Why do they talk at all? Their whispering becomes
more hurried and intense; I lose the meaning of their words
amidst their echoes.
I do not like the doctor, no, not his unctuous assurances
and hushed even tones. Though Mother sucks comfort from the
man. he is a fabulous wall, a great chasm between Mother and
me. She senses it, I think.
Mother sobs quietly, making childish sniffling sounds.
The doctor must be turning to go.
And Mama, I see you through the door; your eyes all red
and your back bent over. You tremble so.
4

Mama, Mama, please don't leave me! Oh, how I long to
call out to you! I should like to nestle in the warmth of your
bosom, like a cranky spoilt child weary with sleeplessness.
There, there I would find rest.
Already you are so far away, I do not think that you could
hear me, not if I called aloud.

People are as shadows to me now: they come to live my
death with me. In a strange way, I must amuse them. My
passing—horrible and loathsome to myself—breathes a kind
of affirmation into their lifeless vessels. Leeches, all of them,
feasting on my substance.
And yet, there are a thousand little deaths that one must
die each day. Why should this most final one prove glorious?

Still the pain resounds throughout my being, welling up
inside me like a solemn chord, spilling into the room. I can
bear it nonetheless, welcoming the agonizing throbs as cries of
life.
Someone stands outside my door. It is Nanna—she
breathes so heavily. Can she know my anguish?
She stands there waiting, waiting because she is afraid.
Waiting for me she fears. It is so easy for her.
But the darkness is not afraid. The darkness is waiting,
too.
Hear the stillness of the night, that darkness eternal.
High in the womb dance stars most wondrous to behold. Puffs of
liquid fire stream across the stain of night, illuminating
nothingness hitherto unseen.
Mama, whole galaxies course through one another in the
most perfect ballet.
Am I so blind not to hear the music?

5

Bill Alden

a glance
a mumbled greeting
nothing more escapes

t

winged shadow
impaled on the wind
frozen in the sky

6

Michael Davis

high on the mountaintop
we three
sat
on a rock
cracking the nuts my brother carried
in his pockets and eating them.
Two ravens were at play in the wind
below us/
flapped occasionally to gain altitude
the sun was low and the air
cold
we wormed our way down a bit,
sliding over the bare stone
cracked
crystals lodged in veins of stone
and built a fire
ate lunch.
Mists lingered still in the valleys.
I went down for water
to douse the fire

7

lost my way
wound waist high
through the laurel
the path
petered out
wasn't thinking
thought I was on it
broke a stick
to walk with and
kept going
glided through the evergreens
ran into
a stream
wasn't really lost
fifty feet below the spring
a man
and a woman stood
a camera and jacket
hung from a bush
behind them
an immense slant of stone
grey and
bare of all vegetation
shown like a wound
in the landscape
their field.
we avoided each others eyes
and I walked up the stream to the spring
got water
went back up.
The fire was dead
you stood around
cold
waiting in the still day.
the fire was cold
we drank the water, left.

8

Cille Koch

Chimera
You sit across from me at the table,
gathered over a cup of coffee,
generating despair
Your eyes are clouds
in the saucer:
a sea of green loneliness.
I try to speak, but my words are pebbles,
sprinkling on the table top. You hear them.
You bring me into focus.
I am daydreaming.
My heart is wailing:
a baby of mine has fallen from a fragile branch.
Round white face grimaces
Tiny clay fingers grasp the earth.
Was that you?
See what you make me feel?
See what you make me do?
Shattered mirrors
overturned vases
rusted razor blades
twisted sheets
matted hair
dead lives

See what you make me do?

9

Thomas Long

Marsha Dixon
Dear John, I thought that I should write to you
And tell you what has happened since you've gone.
You always were so honest and I knew
You'd want to know exactly what's been on
My mind. You see, I was so lonely when
You went away, and being here all day
With just the cat--I really can't begin
To make a start at telling you the way
It was sometimes.
Now jeezus John, I know
You didn't want to go away and fight
And do those other things you did--and, oh
I'm sure you'll think what I've done isn't rightBut John, he looks an awful lot like you,
And if you met, I'm sure you'd like him too.

Philip, at the Whitney's
(after the death of his wife)
Somewhere there beside the baby grand
Piano, in a corner on the floor,
As far from all the voices that demanded—
<(
Come, come, tell us just a little more
Of how it feels now"—as I thought it wise
To go without appearing rude, I found
Diane-whose unbeguiling look surprised
Me for a moment—as she traced a rounded
Pattern in the carpet with her toe,
Then smiled and offered it and all her truth
To me by whispering a shy hello.
I think I loved her fiercely then, but knew
I'd never find a way to say how much
Her gesture meant. At six she might not
understand my touch.
10

Michael Peil

the farmer's day ends,
at the edge of the field,
by Warm Pork Creek;
his wheated brow,
pitch fork, barley hands,
and weathered barn
take an evening's rest,
take their sleep with
the single lit window
in the house
we move on
into higher country;
the sky opens
gray rounded curtains
to a late blue,
and the sun
steps out a wand
of light and mist,
and with the warm force
of a jar of fireflies,
we move on;
from the sound
of screaming scared night cattle
webbed in their barbed wire nets,
to echo chambers of a condemned red mill
and water rush, not too far off;
down the steep gorge
of slippery red rock clay and roots
in water air, grey and transparent, through an
oak menu of squirrel glances, turtle trails
and shadowed bird song
to the
vertical spring thrust,
every second a different water mountain;
11

an open odeum
with rock walls dripping,
and a narrow path leading me,
to the middle rock
of green gray woosh, roll and spin,
sharp puzzle path improvised on the
scene of chain rocks, soft moss, to
my slanted thrown,
a podium of the mind.
cold toes, wet cheeks,
dipped thoughts,
I left my audience
with me

Following the Two-laned Spoor

no towns at all,
ocean continuing
in spherical pulsation,
lapping waves on Highway #1,
where my shadow, by curling fringe
could have been -- Big Sur
in shallow shade.
vineyards, in misty morning,
hillsides, soon to give dry white wine,
filling bellies, trickling sunshine, ah. . .
haystack smiles, sunset comfort,
cool reviver.
raped by the rays, yet happy
P.H. follows tangent in a crosswind.
backpack, seaweed, earth weed, ripe dust,
scattering, sun enchanted, solar gripped.
12

my mind surfs
in gliding wind
and crested wave,
catches both
and sails
in a dream,
silent rudder
unseen sail.

rising sky blue
sensing cloudless butterflies
arid hills of gilded rolling haze,
a golden morning.
hitchhike in visions
places you never made,
capture time in a parallel
and live a flowered moon toned duet,
a walk in sunlit rain, on the
two laned spoor.

Night Break, Morning Improvisation

the sleeping conductor
wakes to the feeling of cat breath,
and strides down the tree shadow
to softly wake his summer orchestra
napping in the early wisp of light
('mongst brooks and bushes)
their song is different every day
yet now. . . listen
the instruments of session
mend their intermittent tuning
and flow, slow, building ever stronger
with the heat of the lifting sun, their
night break, morning improvisation
13

Robert Allen

In Spring The Buzzard Confesses
in spring, they
won't let me alone, the green
grows with a slow
fire across the land.
i choose
one tree that is wide,
and pressing
against the trunk, damn
the flood of eager land, welling
inside with a beauty
that troubles: fire
to be stopped, slow & fat, i
fly from the tree
into the pale land, now
muzzed with a green
blight, & riddled with
new roots. I can't stay
in the fire for long, it is dalliance
in the heart
of a buzzing shoot, a long
thin flame: twisted
crazy tongue, rattling
off words that thread the stone
ground with giddy green.
you there, hey, crazy
tongues, licking up the brown, get
off! i
am earth, clay bluff without trees.
14

Degrees

Lately everyone seems
to be walking sideways, and I
walk
sideways in the other direction. Sun
makes the northward windows brilliant
on the houses shifted
ninety degrees. It becomes
impossible now for people not
to look me in the eye. But
it's all so quiet, I can't hear
a damned thing. Lawnmowers
cruise silent, jays
yaw with open mouth. Still,
there is no real difference
in the things
I have always understood. It's just
they pass
with terrible velocity, like
the eyes of the sideways, blued
by a doppler shift. They gaze
in translucence
and silence.

15

Kevin Martin

Word-Root

It is the end
I am at
the end
These words still come; stiff and barren
like those cold trees that tear the sky
with their bony claws; their black
rivers of roots,
running in backwards motion.
They pull to them unwillingly
the scattered fruit of their strange life;
i

It is the motion of the earth.
Organic?
Yes, and oh, so bitter.

16

Song for James Wright

It was the emptiness
That surprised me. The white air held
The hard hollow that was my forgotten body,
A shape whose unity was undisturbed.
Motes of light shot off reflected sparks of dawn
And this hollow arose, moved, stopped, moved;
There was no pattern; there was no form.
It tilted as the land tilted, and cracked
As the land cracked. It was fully a part
Of the earth, and was the earth.
The soaring wren sang its song, too vacant were its cords:
It had become, and ceased becomingThen I awoke

17

Celia Watson

The Widow

She cannot rend the ground,
muscles like strings, and feel the thwack
of her body against it. There is no
song to bring over dead ones, no chant,
no foot-drummed dance
to spend the night of the body.
Through the aisle
she comes, swaying down
like the bell of the horn.
There should be music, ragtime,
a clapping and a singing.
(The rabbi's song fell
too singular, too foreign.)
Beneath the close, damp
shifting of the congregation, death crouches
like a pot, catching the warm unease.
She will receive
I

its dun cheek in the foyer,
collecting condolence, toiling out
absolution, her twilight face
deepening beneath the exchange.
With the day she weaves—
threading its nubbled length
to washed end. On into
the sudden alone
where the night lies breathing.
There her body will take
the darker inner shape,
and bleed its color to the hours.

18

The Betrayal

Set higher, on stained, broken rock,
run the tracks,
a white gleam coming through the grass.
The trains have long stopped. There has been word
that in the East, people have begun
to bend back the rails, smelting them
for pellets, silverware, and coin.
"Those who put down, can take up again," they brandish
the words from under their arms, grunting and pushing.
Here, the rails break evenly,
falling away in a quiet flow
to either side.
Against one white beam
I press my ear. Coarse grass, ledged
between rocks, flickers blue-grey.
I can hear them, prying
coiling back from russet, wood, its spangled face.
Its dark groan invades the ground,
subterranean networks shudder with the sound,
I can hear the dying rails
pound with it, "Creation was a giving away
something to itself."

19

Arthur Marx

Surfaced, His Words-games
Aaron sits finally still at his desk,
troubled, sapped, in a folding chair. He stares
at today's product: just a few lines no
publisher could accept. An unpatterned
hate he has for the turmoil of the task
which lies unmistakably clear & hard:
dragging a river for a drowned poem.
Something appeals to him from a matchbook
cover--Earn more as an electrician.
Train at home! He lights another cigarette.
Considers. For a moment he thinks it
actually possible to learn a craft;
only for a moment. There is an unfinished
task he must complete. He casts his hooks.
Deep in the dark river an undercurrent
whisks an ink-scratched sheet of yellow paper
along the pebbled bottom, past discerning
eyes of carp, through slime & silt until
Aaron's electric hooks gaff it. Surfaced,
his word-game on soaked paper turn the
autumn day to sludge, regret to despair,
grief, guilt, the ghastly unoriginal.

20

Stephen Block

Taken at Mohawk Dam, October 13, 1973
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Jane Macintyre

Harbor Shore Sunrise at Greenlee's
Farm on Prince Edward Island
Across the breadth of my back I feel
the roughness of the deadwood wharf pilings
pulling at my shirt.
They have stood here long and
will stand here longer,
barnacled, brined and
ignoring the tides.
From the piling supporting my bulk
a knotted and bristling bow line stretches,
sagging, into the sand.
Water is filling the spaces
where clams were dug,
clear in the early light like
fine wine in etched glasses.
Dropped cones lie
beneath the shadows of the spruce,
dried and flaking, baking in the heat.
Those shadows are sucked up
as dawn light spreads
to fill their space.
A gathered pile of wildweed,
dropped and forgotten from
some young hand,
lies along the shore's edge —
its castrated stems sweating
with the coming of the heat.
The light slides higher
away from the horizon.
I ache at being alone.

25

For W. D. Snodgrass

We step along a path
That leads us on and on and farther still,
You pulling at my fingers with your hand, as children will.
They tell me how you've grown, and can walk alone, but I would
rath
er walk beside you till we reach the end.
The sharp and growing odor of cut spring grass reaches 'round
Us and you pull, as we pass, at green sapling leaves you've
found.
I begin to scold but think better, for they in time, as hearts, will
mend.
(Or so I am told).
Yet there is that sense within us all,
Somewhere deep in gut and heart that will call
And call and tell us to keep hold
Of that we know to be our own
And pains us so to leave.
But I must grieve
No more, for I am grown.
Child, I meant not to whine
As the trapped beast gnawing its own limb,
But I will not give in
And be alone. For you are mine.

26

Benjamin Lord

Shock Opera
The alchemist sat sullenly in the parlor, his hands on his
ponderous brows. Exasperated, his mouth twisted up sourly
and once more he snatched at the quill and drew the waning
candle up to yet another page. "No, itis not right! That'snotthe
tone at all!" He tossed the page aside furiously, where it fell
among its equally unworthy precursors that littered the floor.
The alchemy lectures would have to wait until he was a bit more
inspired, as well as the Academy. "As for the Academy! Let
those short-sighted histriographers and—and those myopic
astronomers, and—and those quack nuclear physicians or
whatever, lecture in my place for all I care! The Academy has
always been fertile turf for the occult and hocus-pocus!
He pulled himself up grievously slowly from his chair.
The House Matron was already asleep and snored heavily in
one of the ante-rooms. The alchemist fed the cats, the
chickens, the swine, the bloodhound, the falcons, and after
leaving the old mare, her head buried in the feed bag, carefully
locked all the doors behind him.
He swept out the study room. The cats. The mice. Prayed
to his personal deities, the saints, and the Roman Church and,
as was his custom, prayed for the soul of the House Matron, a
Lutheran, for the weakness of her faith. He lay back on the
couch and sank lazily into the oozy stuffing. He would sleep
here tonight. He didn't want to disturb the House Matron who
would ask him why he was awake or his wife, who would ask him
why he wasn't asleep. They were so suspicious! One he would
have to answer, "Because I'm not asleep." and the other,
"Because I'm awake." Either one or the other would think he
was lying at the time and both would think he was lying when
they compared answers in the morning. "Suspicious. . ." he
breathed out in resignation.
He could have sworn that it was after midnight but it was
only eight—orsohiswatchsaid.lt had been eight for so long,
y '
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he mused, that either his watched stopped, or worse, he had.
But the watch droned on, grinding precisely. The cat, when he
had fallen asleep, curled up silently in the still cradle of his
arm.

"House Matron!" he called, waking up abruptly, "What?
Eight o'clock and I wasn't awoken? House Matron! What?
Where is she? GAD!!" He found himself staring into the
dreamy, warm, wet face of the blood hound who had usurped the
cat's place during the course of the night. He pushed at the dog,
<<
Off!"Thedog turned laxly, resisting the alchemist's shove
with determined inertia until the alchemist bolted up and the
hound slipped slackly to the floor. "House Matron! J 7
Some time after eight—more precisely, by the
alchemist's watch, eight—the House Matron slipped quietly
through the room washing her hands off on her apron. Seeing
her master sitting upright, she cried, "Glory be! ) y
"Why didn't you wake me up this morning, like you
always do!" The woman, taken aback, crossed herself with
severe piety. (She was secretly a Catholic, and only pretended
to worship Luther to get attention.)
"Glory be, Master Von Offenhazy! There has been a
mistake. Finding you not in your bed—sir—I naturally
assumed you dead."
Naturally? Naturally what?! Certainly you saw me
here!
To be sure, which only confirmed my suspicions. We,
the House Cook, the House Nurse, and I, found your suicide
notes in the parlor. And reading them, we assumed you quite
without reason, and seeing you here confirmed our suspicions
a out those queer messages." His brows melted down on his
forehead. The hound, yawning humidly, ambled slowly and
apathetically into the corner by the hearth. The House Matron
slowly backed towards the door, fixed in the alchemist's fierce
gaze she continued, "I gave your breakfast to a poor beggar
and the change in your pocket to have a mass said in your name
"Lutheran?"

28

C i

Yes.

9 9

< < Hell!

9 9

They seemed to think so. . .
But you know I worship the Catholic Church! Oh, go on!
And. . .
i<
Your dear wife, Frieda, left promptly this morning for
her parent's house in a most grievous-state! She wouldn't
believe it—no amount of words could convince her that the
inevitable had happened!
i i
At least someone here has a touch of sense. . .
I i
Until she saw you, then it was too much for her dear
soul!
"It's becoming too much for me, too. You've all gone
mad! I decide, for the first time in my life, not to sleep with my
wife and you all jump to utterly absurd conclusions!
< I
As they say sir, 'until death do you part', it seemed
rather logical to me. . .
"But I never left!
( i
She did, so why are you quibbling? Do you have the time
sir?"
i i
Eight. But by my calculations it must be somewhat
later. This is all too much for one day. Why, the surgeon said in
spite of my operation, I'm the picture of health! Heavens! I
don't look dead, do I?
II
Please sir. Peaceful. Just as if you had taken a nap.
<<
You and your euphemisms! I feel fit! I don't even need
my spectacles anymore!
<<
And a good thing too, sir, we gave them to charity as
well as your library—all those silly black books! Dirty
beakers. Cones. Glasses. Vials. Cruets, grails, goblets,
chalices, alms basins and all the rest. . .
Before the
alchemist could free the scream that was surging in his chest,
a constable in a long blue coat, carrying two bound satchels of
paper and a lawyer, dressed in black and carrying a brief case,
entered the room.
<(
Ah, finally someone rational!" sighed the alchemist.
The two intruders commenced chatting to each other, bowing
politely and paying perfect attention to what the other was
saying.
After they had carried on in this manner for a while,
seeing the alchemist, asked indifferently, "Are you a
ii

9 9

< i

9 9

J9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

99

9 9

9 9

9 9
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relative?
"No, I am the deceased."
"Fine." responded the constable and he pulled a pair of
spectacles from his breast pocket and gave one to the lawyer.
"Then perhaps you could clear up a matter that me and mv
distinguished colleague, Mr. Truncheon" (the man in black
bowed imperiously) "have been having an argument—a
gentlemanly, heh, argument—about. . ." The lawyer cleared
his throat and delved into his brief case.
<<
Did you will your house to a Master Deaker or a Master
Deeker?
Master Deaker, Mr. Truncheon,
answered the
alchemist dutifully.
i<
I'm serious, Mr. Offenhazy. One 'e' or two?"
l l
One. Now this has gone far enough! There is a
misunderstanding!
ii
As always. . ." droned the lawyer through his ample
nose, "That's why I'm here. Apparently your grandchildren,
who at this very moment are turning this house over for
valuables, have heard something to the effect—and it has come
to my attention, their counsel,—that you claim to be alive." He
paused and rolled back on his heels and crossed his arms
theatrically. "Do-you-deny-this?" It sounded like one word.
ii
No."
i I
Hmmm. .." The lawyer traced his fingers over his lips
and turned on his heels in stiff profile to the alchemist. "Do you
deny that you referred to yourself as 'the deceased' when we
entered the room? Hmmmm?" The face leered grotesquely at
the alchemist.
ii
No. y y
<<
Do you deny that you are legally dead. Hmmmmm? Do
you deny that the paper in my hand, your death certificate, is
signed by our distinguished Burgher? And do-you-deny that
it s false. Hmmmmmm?" The lawyer's eyes widened and
grew bright.
<<
No. No. And yes, for I am not dead! y y
"I object!" cried the lawyer.
My heart s beating!" whined the alchemist, bringing
his hands to his chest.
"Overuled!" cried the constable, "It's his watch, not
} )

> }

( l

J }

} )
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him!"
"Sustained.said the lawyer unctiously. "Come now,
ignorance of the law is no excuse. In denying the law you are
treasonous. Treason is punishable in our humble burg by
death. So why are you quibbling about the Inevitable, when it is
only the matter of a few hours one way or the other that is in
question?"
"Guilty." said the lawyer and constable in unison.

"Call in the Lutheran priest!" cried the lawyer, who
acknowledged himself the leader of the mass of ungovernable
people that flooded the house.
"I'm Catholic, though—I demand—Oh, forget it." The
alchemist quibbled only once during the eulogy when the priest
proclaimed that if God were a man he would worship in the
Lutheran Church. "He would worship in the Catholic church!
scoffed the alchemist.
"Heretic!" cried the constable.
"Ignore him." said the lawyer irritably.
i t
He always said things like that." explained the House
Matron, in resignation.
"Say. Present tense! I always say things like that! I am
alive. . ." said the alchemist, only half-believing it himself.
"Aye!" said the priest reverantly and fully believing.
And the priest showered the alchemist with the utensils of
piety. (He was a secret Catholic.).
J }

"The Lutherans won't bury me because they think I
worship the Catholic church! The Catholics won't bury me
because they think I am a traitor. So in one hole, pulled out by a
bunch of zealots and paraded across the city, the people saying,
"Theregoes that Catholic atheist, Von Offenhazy!" And into
another hole only to be pulled out by a bunch of patriots, danced
once more across the city like a contagion, people saying,
"There he goes again, that Lutheran traitor, Von Offenhazy!"
And finally thrown into the Rhine! What a day, I hope I never live
to see another.
}f
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Michael Snider

Behind the Blood of the Hand-Singing
i

Only the jackal knows the cadence of the moon.
Only the serpent knows the cadence of the sun.
Only the worm knows earth's rhythm.
I alone was born.
I alone will die.
The beast sings.

II

A match strikes—
The turning flame
Behind the blood of the hand.
Behind the blood of the hand
The cry of the heart.
Listen—
Can you not hear
The shuddering heart of the womb?
Can you not hear
The beast singing from both mouths?
Can you not hear
The flesh part, and see
The blood drowning miracle
In the certainty of earth?
A match strikes—
There are no heavenly choruses,
This is the song;
The pain is quickly
Forgotten.
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Ill
God is infinite in mercy and love.
Remember this.
God is the creator and ruler of all.
Remember this.
God created man in his own image, to rule
Over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
Remember this.
God sent his son that we may hope of salvation.
Remember these things, and these also:
There is blood in your severed foreskin.
Blood is your menstrual flow.
God has no blood.
IV
In unexpected agony coupling lovers start
And laugh, learning they are beasts.
The beast knows that dying is an art
In its essence comic.
No one laughs at birth.
The jackal waits,
Patiently the serpent,
The worm wait,
Singing.
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Joyce Baronio

London and Munich, Summer, 1973
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Michael Davis & Buzz Norton

I Met a Young Girl,
She Gave Me a Rainbow
"Gertrude Stein called the generation behind her a lost
one. Two generations later, we must really be out in the
woods."
--Miroslav Letts

The forest near Portland was the scene of the last
Pyncheon colloquium. Rioting broke out as Letts presented his
paper: " Gravity's Rainbow: Anti-terra with a PVC Tillogy, "
and casualities were light due to the debilitating acid in the
punch and plastic, it seemed, was more than in the air. . . . The
rain had been falling for quite a while as we entered the
vestibule. Greg's PVC raincoat had leaked, and since every
action has an equal and opposite reaction, his madras go-go
suit bled. His wrists and armpits were green and red. "This
fucking raincoat is worthless," he said. "Its not fucking
anything!" and then I said, turning to face him in the room, "To
get to the point we need an example, so let us say: since to speak
of what we do not know is hard because we do not know the
known, yet perhaps we can create a structure to place about it,
step around it, or over. The universe is infinite. . .
J J

The Quantum of Wantum
Infinites have been known to preclude choice. If one
accepts the myriads of the mental, the flawed mirror of each
(terrestrial) sits ready for the paranoid. In a Spanish Harlem
basement, Paolo found his sibling reality. Nestled in a pile of
brown-painted passports was a Minuteman rocket. Its nose was
ajar and the president was using his Lincoln-bedroom pizzle to
cross circuits; to connect the sexual, technological, and
executive branches better than Harry Truman ever dared, and
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he was a fucking swinger. . .remember that party.- . .
Hemingway was there and hating it. The rest of them
were enjoying themselves. . .Mahood still, still among his
revolutions and Alice, and the clawed Nebuchadnezzar that is
god, and all the dead. They had gathered beneath Nebraska and
North Dakota where Minuteman silos plunge deep, but not so
deep really, into anti-terra.
The excavations, laid out in a grid, from the other side,
formed an ancient forest of broken trunks, Cartesian in plan—
completely predictable, completely boring. Theoretically it is
impossible for a man or spirit or whatever else lurks out here
to get lost in such a set up. But none of the tree-like forms (and
so tree like! Whose roots curve away in possible trajectories
to send up shoots like a cosmic banana plant!) are numbered.
Each is superficially different, each is slightly the same.
Behind which one creeps the lion that will leap diametrically
upon his prey? And in what clump is the festival branch
snatched and broken? And music, where is the music coming
from? In one corner of the forest a group of flashy young dudes
are belting out tunes that have gotten every anti-body dancing in
a chaotic mass, their feet against the clouds. Reggae, baby,
that's the word for it and every one is wired man, wired for
sound.
Tall men, with bizzare tentacled hairdos that reach out
and grab people four feet away, are turning everybody on to the
best weed in the anti-western hemisphere. (Everybody got
stoned/it was a smash"/it was a gas.) The President was
there—not the one you see on T.V., but the real thing, who
doesn 't exist at all, the man who is everything he himself is not,
Void enclosing the form of a man. Well, the president is
explaining where he got his new blue suedes to one of the elect.
The story consists of many details. Both of them stand erect
and immobile under the trees. Only their jaws move, their
teeth have'been brushed with a new flourescent tooth paste,
their teeth clash in syncopation, and their bodies are lost in the
darkness beneath the blackened limbs. It is the ultimate
blackface. Tom Pyncheon (as we all fondly call him) is there
too. A chain has been attached to his scrotum and he's being led
around by two bears and a gang of naked boys with knives.
Everything has been pretty cool up to this point, but, just as
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the band begins the third verse of its latest hit single, the
ground begins to shake and black growths sprout from the
branches of the trees. "Crap!" shouts Ritchie the Prez, who
just missed his turn on the bong, and the whole fucking world
blows apart. The rockets are going off and the earth is having
the biggest orgasm of her life as the Void releases its cold seed
into her hot core.
After the world ended, reality, like the reggae, softened.
The President (still lusty after the ITT affair) was insufferable
and it is suggested, not improbably, that his public copulation
with the Muscle Shoals TVA station foreshadowed not only the
political, but metaphorical end of the leader who had mastered
syncopation in order to have sex with things corporate.
The correspondence of his power orgasms with brown
outs is conjectural, but investigations into the theft of the
rockets (Ritchie's earliest partners) confirms Greg's claim of
private rockets (full of Kingston ganga) landing in just those
powerless power grids. In closed testimony to a Senate
committee, Paolo, Greg's brother, ignored the smuggling and
focused instead on Jimmy Cliff's relation to Pyncheon.
That Old Sadist, Science
Cliff s parents, Jean Harlow and Skip James, landed in
London weeks after the end, but instead of the expected rubble,
found a neatly dichotomized pre-Socratic society. Distinction
between object and process facilitated confusion and created
business interests. The military, much to Jean's surprise,
awaited Cartesianism and an effective, frigid energy source.
Miroslav> then head of the joint energy task force, and on
the brink of his first fulfilling S & M, invited the couple to a
Hyde Park breakfast and later in the day showed them around
the Lab. In the cryogenic chambers he subjected novels to
extreme cold which changed their structure at certain points.
I fixed Quasimodo at about 16 K. He came out looking like
Michelangelo's David. The plots of all the books change, the
characters interact in new ways or are lost, slough off or rise
from the chamber and evaporate. The order and manner of
these physical changes under this influence work in ways
analogous to memory and changing views in criticism, but
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much faster. . . And here, here in the fusion chamber i strip the
novel 01 book of all style, all logic, the last vestiges of
temporality until the barest framework stands naked on the
screen pure, inorganic unity. It is the face of God, the voice in
the whirlwind. . .Aaaahhh. . ." he sighed. "And the fusion
experiments! Gleefully he ushered them into another room.
The room was hot and muggy and everything kind of melted
together. There were no corners in the room, and the walls and
floor pulsed slightly and were warm and soft to the touch.
iroslav could be heard a long way off, screaming at some
Hungarian paraplegics who had blown something. "Christ,"
said Jean, "Let's get out of here!"
This way, ' said Skip. They ran down the hall and pulled
a long, scimitar-shaped stalactite (there were so many, soft,
like cilia, sweeping incessantly). It came loose. There were
ducts behind. The two of them crawled up. "It's so hot,"
moaned Jean. "I need a lemonade." There was a plug in the
membrane above them. "Push it," said Jean. Skip did. The
plug was of a soft, waxy consistency, but it gave way. "Holy
shit," said Skip. "This is like a pimple." But it wasn't a
Pimple, and they weren't pushing it out from the wrong side. It
was the hatch to a Minuteman silo, and they were standing on
he wasteland in Nebraska. "No lemonade here," said Jean,
khe was right.

Nebraska and the Virgin's Vale of Tears
The silo emptied near an almost inactive religious
th D
been by that day: Pynchon and
he President muttering about windowpanes, chessboards and
azimuth vectors. They did not discuss lemonade and since
mere was none Skip and Jean went out to die. More silos began
o open and out of the closest we see our old friend, but not from
is story, Dr. Hoffman, offering some Sandoz clinical,
ervous about the interview, we dropped some and giggled at
he two shaded college students smoking jimmies beside an
xhibition case of saints' bones and Hurst 4-speed shifter
knobs. Alas.
6 Tw° visitors had already
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The Interview
Dr. Hoffman: All right, your birth then is a priori and not
empirical. But when did it occur?
Pynchon: I don't know.
Hoffman: Is it bigger than a breadbox?
Pynchon: It might have been in Prague. I don't remember
Hoffman: That you were born?
Pynchon: No.
Hoffman: What happened in Prague?
Pynchon: Nothing that hasn't happened here.
Hoffman: Why don't your heroes ride bicycles?
Pynchon: Because they're Hereroes.
A Fair Share of Abuse
At sixty-thousand feet the plane leveled out for its lo#
power glide to England. The flight was routine, the weatft*
^ °tS°ber'happy' and optimistic. Jean and Skip
se tied down for a long Librium-induced 'nap'. Flying, DC
matter how nice the weather, just did not suit them. While the!
slept, a small drama unfolded upstairs in the piano lounge
AndyXT was a y°ung, good looking, naive man froir
Hn. ,
el
. Sey'°nhisflrst trjP t0 England. It was wif
(h !'K
awe that he stepped into the lounge and surveyed the usf1
number ofdrunks and Poly-Vinyl Chloride ashtrays. Watchi*
the drunks from the corners of his eyes he slouched over to <*
Of the ports, stopping for a lemonade at the bar, and pla^
mself one arm supporting his weight and the other his drin*
in a contemplative, statuesque pose.
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Shouts issued from the vestibule. Apparently some
altercation was taking place. Drunks probably, Andy thought,
but this conception was shattered when a gorilla in a sparkling
white zoot suit smashed through the door. Most of the people in
the lounge ignored the creature. The rest were unaware of his
presence, until one drunk, more perceptive than the rest, takes
a close look at the new entry and begins to yell, "How did this
piece of shit get on my flight?'' The gorilla picks the man up and
smashes him against the side of the cabin. He splits open and
leaks all over the place. The gorilla goes over to one of the
women in the room. Everyone is shrinking from his advance.
Andy had thought that this woman in particular was attractive.
The gorilla unzips his zoot suit and, aghast, Andy sees that the
beast has an erection just like his. With no other choice, Andy
pushes the button for the stewardess and faints, as one of the
women comments, "Well at least the beast is not a Jew."
Dream 1
It is snowing. Everyone's fingers hurt from rolling j's in
j cold. We realize that we are dying, freezing, so try huddling
ogether but everyone stinks and each would rather freeze in
the anal snow (with a presidential commendation) than die
smelly. Soon the sun shines and each, now alone, crackles and
Pops in the heat into nothing but a mist. There are no names
left, just images and wisps of charred airy fat. We are all
happy.
Dream 2
A boy with long hair is playing his electric guitar on the
toilet. Feeling posterior pressure, he rises and a head
appears. It has a harmonica. They play a while, smoke, have
sex and as the head is leaving the boy asks about
Czechoslovakia. To the side of the toilet are people in
bleachers. They clap.
.Footsteps approach and over the railing leans—well, this
^ay sound odd, but it's Mickey Rooney. . ."
— Gravity's Rainbow, p. 382
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Michelle Hoffman

How Do You Delineate
the Personality of a Rocket?

The import of Gravity's Rainbow, the recent work of
Thomas Pynchon, emanates from conceptual structuring. The
representative, conforming image is that of a parabola. The
parabola possesses an 00000 point where everything is its own
contradiction. Time, mass, movement are all simultaneous
and non-simultaneous, and are not. Gravity's Rainbow is a
simultaneous portrayal of an infinite regression of parabolas.
Each parabola eclipses the next, just as Gravity's Rainbow
eventually obliterates itself.
Ostensibly, Gravity's Rainbowis set at the end of WWII;
the scenes range from London, while it is being bombed by
German V-2 rockets, to Harvard in the 30's, to the German
patricide of the African Hereroes, and to the Zone, an area of
Germany occupied by Americans, English and Russians.
However, any correspondence between the settings and
incidents in Gravity's Rainbow and historical actualities is
mere coincidence. Pynchon manufactures Gravity's Rainbow
in such a way that it eventually assumes the character of a tale
told by the Grimm Brothers.
The protagonist of Gravity's Rainbow is one specific
A4(V-2) rocket, the Schwartz-Gerat, the 00000. The parabolic
courses of all the other characters are defined by their
relative identification association with the S-Gerat. Ably
manifesting the attributes of the S-Gerat is the person of
Tyrone Slothrop. At his inception, Slothrop is nothing more
than an American schlmeil, the perverted progeny of the best
of Puritans, whose hobby is performing post-mortems at the
sites where A4's have devastated London. However, Slothrop
is also able to sense the imminence of the rockets before they
actually hit. Penis erect, the screaming comes across
Slothrop's nervous system.
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A collection of esoteric scientists, headed by Pointsman,
a slavering Pavlovian, become very interested in Slothropas a
phenomenon, the biological precognizant. Ensconced on the
Riviera, Slothrop is fed information about the A4 and closely
watched by Them. Slothrop eventually discovers the
possibility of the existence of the S-Gerat, his mandala.
Slothrop takes off into the Zone, Parsifal after the Holy Grail.
As he jets around the Zone, Slothrop collects data, hints, about
the S-Gerat; Slothrop begins to construct himself. Emerging
from the comic book that is the Zone, Slothrop is
ROCKETMAN, mythic, invincible, parabola arching over a
linear continuum.
As ROCKETMAN takes off, so do supplementary
charac ters, all in search of the S-Gerat. Enzian, leader of the
HereroSchwartz-commando, thinks that possession of the SGerat will prove his cultures potency. Tchitcherine, his
crazed Russian half-brother, wishes the glare of the rocket to
eclipse the Kirghiz Light. However, no character ever
becomes a rocketman, their parabolas remain static
abstractions. Pynchon becomes prestidigiatator: characters
fade in and out of focus, the connections between them
becoming progressively concrete (tangible?).
Slothrop broaches the apex of his parabola, the 00000
point, where he is, and is not, the contradiction of himself. He
egins to disintegrate: his ROCKETMAN regalia falls from
him, piece by piece. Lastglimpsed, he is decked out in a pink
Pig-suit, a parody of himself. Then he is amputated, castrated,
dofSlothropROCKETMAN; but not of Gravity's
Rainto^
A demented spectre, Captain Blicero of the SS,
atenalizes in sundry forms throughout the narrative, and the
ne. It is gradually apparent that he is having the mysterious
t ,IT\anufactured for a specific purpose. After the
lamented demise of ROCKETMAN, Blicero's own insane
hSiireVD,aled' TheS'Gerat is specially modified to take
^lcero's fan*asy-lover, Gottfried (God's Son),
W^en the S"Gera' and Gottfried reach
the OOOOO point
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To make sense of Gravity's Rainbow is possible, but the
extrapolation of grand meanings from it is an improbability.
Gravity's Rainbow works as a piece of literature because of the
tension created by opposites. Each character, each movement,
possesses both an inherent and actual opposite. The concept of
the parabola is a contradiction of itself, and is mirrored by the
fragmented linear continuum of the narrative itself. The
tension of opposites creates an impression of maniacal
messianism. However, one cannot divine whether Pynchon
fancies himself as a demented prophet of a new concept of
existence, or as its gap-toothed stand-up comic. Whichever,
it's not important, because Gravity's Rainbow stands beyond
interpretation or criticism. Gravity's Rainbow is its own
referent, a parabolic parody of itself. Gravity's Rainbow is the
00000 point.
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Notes on Contributors
Bill Alden is a straight-forward freshman.
Robert Allen is Visiting Assistant Professor in Creative
Writing this year. He recently received his M.F.A. from
Cornell and is working on a novel.
Joyce Baronio is a senior Art major; she remembers
Europe well.
Stephen Block plays soccer and edits Reveille.
Michael Davis dined with Vice-President McKean and
Buzz Norton recently.
Gerald Duff resembles Edgar Allen Poe and writes about
darkness; he teaches English at the College.
Michelle Hoffman operates out of Cruttwell House.
Cille Koch is a freshman who reads Plath.
Thomas Long won the Propper Poetry Prize last year for
his sonnets; this year he is studying in Britain.
Benjamin Lord is a freshman who lives beyond time.
Jane Macintyre is a passionate athlete.
Kevin Martin is writing this.
Arthur Marx reads Berryman and Lowell; he is a junior
English major.
Buzz Norton dropped out as soon as his car was fixed.
Michael Piel is a prolific freshman from St. Louis.
Michael Snider paints his body with the colors of the
earth and dances naked through the streets and fields.
Celia Watson dances as well.
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The HIKA Song

Oh! it's Kenyon on the campus, and it's Kenyon on the hill,
HIKA, HIKA, HIKA, all the day!
Oh! it's Kenyon with a spirit, and it's Kenyon with a will,
HIKA, HIKA, HIKA, and away!
When the valley's fill'd with the sun and the dew,
And the waking world wants its dreams come true
Then it's Kenyon, then it's Kenyon and away!
Then it's Kenyon, then it's Kenyon and away!
Oh! it's Kenyon on the diamond, and it's Kenyon on the field,
HIKA, HIKA, HIKA, all your might!
Oh! it's Kenyon never falter, and it's Kenyon never yield,
HIKA, HIKA, HIKA, for a fight!
,
When the men line up and all grows still,
And the bright eyes watch from the slope of the hill
Then it's Kenyon, then it's Kenyon for a fight!
Then it's Kenyon, then it's Kenyon for a fight!
Oh! It's Kenyon for a friendship, and it's Kenyon for a grip,
HIKA, HIKA, HIKA, all the night!
Oh! It's Kenyon in the gloaming with a song upon the lip,
HIKA, HIKA, HIKA, till daylight!
When the darksome owl lifts his only tune,
And the far watch-dog bays under the moon,
Then it's Kenyon, then it's Kenyon, all the night!
Then it's Kenyon, then it's Kenyon, all the night!
--Canon Orville E. Watson, Bex. '92

